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QUESTION 1

A developer needs to debug an adapter procedure with the Invoke Worklight Procedure tool. What is 

required to debug the procedure? 

A. connectivity to the adapter\\'s backend source 

B. a running Jetty server to invoke the procedure 

C. a filtered.xsl file to transform the response from the backend 

D. an application connected to the adapter to view the invocation results 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

The following changes are made to a Worklight mobile application: 1.Web resources of version 1 (v1) are updated and
deployed to the Worklight Server. 2.A new version 2 (v2) is deployed with its updateSilently property set to true. What
will be the direct update user experience on a device running v1 of the application when the user chooses to receive
update? 

A. v1 is uninstalled first followed by a silent installation of v2. 

B. v1 web resources are updated first followed by a silent installation of v2. 

C. v1 web resources are reloaded after the update and the application remains on v1. 

D. The user is prompted to choose between updating v1 or installing v2 in the background. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What happens when adapter procedure invocation fails due to inability to reach the Worklight server? 

A. Client side framework will try to invoke the procedure again and again until succeeded 

B. onFailure callback specified in invocation options will be invoked. Developer should use it to treat server connectivity
issues 

C. onFailure callback specified in invocation options will be invoked. WL.Events.WORKLIGHT_IS_DISCONNECTED
event will be fired. Developer should use either to treat server connectivity issues 

D. Client side framework will show an error message with a retry button 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 4

A connectivity to Worklight server is only required in order to __________. 

A. create a new encrypted cache 

B. open an existing encrypted cache 

C. read/write values to encrypted cache 

D. destroy encrypted cache 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A Worklight developer is having trouble with the XSL file that transforms the raw XML feed from a public RSS server into
JSON data to be consumed by a mobile application. What is the correct use of Worklight\\'s debugging features to
resolve this problem? 

A. Use the adapter\\'s Invoke Worklight Back-end Service tool to edit the XSL file based on the raw XML and
corresponding JSON data. 

B. Use the adapter\\'s Invoke Worklight Procedure tool to retrieve the raw XML and corresponding JSON data for
comparison with the XSL file. 

C. Use the adapter\\'s Invoke Worklight Back-end Service and Invoke Worklight Procedure tools to compare the raw
XML andcorresponding JSON data. 

D. Use the adapter\\'s Deploy Worklight Adapter option to deploy the adapter into the Worklight Console, then use the
Console\\'s Previewfeature to debug the adapter. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which authenticators are supported out of the box? (Choose three) 

A. Header authentication 

B. Persistent cookie authentication 

C. Form-based authentication 

D. Kerberos authentication 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 7

A developer is invoking a SQL adapter procedure from a mobile application. The procedure is named getModelByYear



and returns data from a table named Auto as follows: 

Which option represents the returned data when the procedure is invoked with the parameter 2005? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Where in the Worklight project structure do Worklight.properties belong? 

A. server\conf 

B. resources\properties 



C. server\lib 

D. tomcat\worklight 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following API can be used across all environments to debug Worklight application? 

A. console.log 

B. console.debug 

C. WL.Logger.debug 

D. WL.Debugger.log 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Is it possible to transfer data between web and native page? 

A. Web to native only 

B. Native to web only 

C. Neither way 

D. Both ways 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

The element of an HTTP adapter that is accessing a back-end RESTful service is defined as follows: 

Which additional element must be defined as part of the element? 

A. element, to define the user credentials 



B. element, to declare the procedures for this adapter 

C. element, to specify the path to the RESTful service and its query parameters 

D. element, to limit the number of concurrent connections to the back- end 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Is it possible to use an existing JAR in my Worklight adapter? 

A. No, it is not possible 

B. Yes, it is possible. JAR file should to be added to server\lib folder 

C. Yes, it is possible. JAR file should to be copied to Eclipse workspace 

D. Yes, it is possible. JAR file should be added to server\java folder 

Correct Answer: B 
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